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Don Solie dg.solie@hotmail.com writes:
 
My favorite sports stadium sandwich used to be the hot dog at the old Yankee stadium, and sense I haven't visited
the new stadium my decision defaults to the hot dog at Fenway Park.  Admittedly I don't attend many major league
games any longer since the games are long and often boring, however I can't imagine attending a ball game without
consuming a hot dog.  As far as I'm concerned baseball isn't baseball without hot dogs and salted in the shell peanuts
chased by a cold beer.  I'll offer the worst sandwich, that is the sushi at QUALCOMM stadium in San Diego even
though it isn't a sandwich.
 
Now the best sandwich relating to sports is without question the bratwurst at the Black Wolf Run Golf courses in
Kohler, WI.  I've played all four courses, I hate Whistling Straits, but the brats are the best.  
 
I presume I had brats at Lambeau Field, but it's been so long my memory can't confirm it nor the quality.  In fact I've
consumed several great sandwiches (I'm told) at several stadiums such as Soldiers Field, Wrigley Field, Comiskey
Field all in Chicago, the old Tigers stadium in Detroit, the Astro Dome, Busch (the old one) in St. Louis,
River Front in Cincinnati, the old stadium in Atlanta for both football and baseball, Candlestick in SF,
Chavez Ravine in LA, Arrowhead in KC, Oakland for baseball, Milwaukee County Stadium, the old Met in the
Twin Cities, Toronto, Montreal, Phoenix for the D Backs, The Ball Park in Arlington, TX, Texas Stadium in Dallas,
and Jerry's Palace in Arlington; but I was drinking alcohol (Jerry's Palace excluded) in those days and that's why I'm
told, I don't remember.  I think the only active major league cities I've missed are Tampa and Miami, and I choose to
forget Pittsburgh because it was so dam cold and wet.  Now I attend the Frisco Rough Riders AA ball games with
my grandson and watch him eat cotton candy and ice cream drops covered with chocolate (about the size of a BB)
and have more fun!
 
I'm sure Witter Field has been sampled, but that's really a long time back, and what I remember for Witter Field are
the rendezvous' behind the stadium!
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